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Transactional risk
Transaction liability insurance
products are specially designed
to facilitate deal activity by
reallocating risk in a merger &
acquisition (M&A) transaction from
the seller(s) and the buyer to the
relevant insurance product. They
also allow for specific issues to be
ring-fenced entirely from the wider
transaction negotiations.
Our transactional risk team has experience in
providing comprehensive advice and delivering
the following transaction liability insurance
products for the M&A market:
Warranty & Indemnity (W&I),
also known as Representations
& Warranties (R&W)

Tax liability

Contingent liability

We provide support and advice to a range of clients
on both the buy-side and sell-side, including private
equity funds, real estate investors, corporate clients,
infrastructure funds and individual shareholders.
Our strong relationships with the leading insurers
and our in-depth knowledge of the markets allow
our team to secure competitive cover for a wide
range of target sectors, deal types and sizes,
transaction structures and jurisdictions.

COVID UPDATE
Uncertainty generated by COVID-19 has created
unprecedented turbulence in the M&A market.
This turbulence will undoubtably cause an
increase in the sale of distressed assets and
the restructuring of struggling businesses,
which creates both risks and opportunities for
investors. The transaction liability insurance
market is well placed to provide greater comfort
and security to a purchaser, be it by extending
W&I cover to seller’s with low covenant strength
(or in certain circumstances, providing cover
where the seller cannot or will not provide W&I
cover), or insuring known issues common in
distressed assets that may otherwise be deal
breakers for wary buyers.

W&I insurance
When a business is sold as whole
or as a part, the seller or sellers
are usually required to give
various statements of fact
(called warranties) about the
target to the buyer. The buyer
relies on these warranties when
entering into the deal, and if
these warranties turn out to be
untrue then the buyer is able to
sue the seller(s) for damages.
Alternatively, a breach of the
warranties can be insured under
a W&I insurance product.

W&I insurance provides protection
for breaches of the:
• fundamental warranties;
• business warranties;
• tax warranties; and
• tax covenant;
that are given in the sale agreement.
It is possible for either the buyer
or the seller(s) to be the insured.
Generally most W&I policies are
taken out by the buyer.

Benefits of a W&I policy
Seller

Buyer

Provides a clean exit, allowing sale proceeds to be used
immediately, with limited risk for future recourse.

Allows deals to be structured in a way that limits recourse
against the sellers to nil (other than in the event of seller
fraud), which can help provide an edge in competitive
auction processes.

Negates need for an escrow or other cash hold
back mechanism.

Provides buyers with greater cover (in terms of both value
and time) than may be available in the sale agreement,
including for seller fraud.

Allows sellers to reduce potential exposure to nil
or a nominal amount.

Provides “synthetic” cover in cases where sellers
can’t or won’t give warranties (i.e. such as when an
insolvency practitioner is in the business, or management
equity is underwater).

Allows cover to be offered by sellers in financial
difficulty or with a poor trading history.

Can help negotiations with lenders, as the benefit
of a W&I policy can be assigned to them.

Provides protection for any management who gave
warranties in the sale process and have rolled over
into the new structure.

Provides buyers with direct recourse against
the insurance policy rather than sellers (who may
dissipate proceeds) or any ongoing management
team who have provided warranties.

Policy limits

Policy period

The policy limit will be an aggregate limit and
is typically purchased between 20% – 40% of
the transaction value, but additional limits are
available (including top up limits of up to 100%
of the transaction value for fundamental warranties).

The time limits on claims in the W&I policy will
generally match the limitations in the sale agreement,
but extended policy periods are available.

Policy premium and other costs
The insurance premium is a one-off, non-refundable
payment that is made when the policy is taken out.
The cost of the premium will depend upon the
specifics of the transaction and the percentage
of the purchase price that is to be covered by
the policy. In addition to the premium, legal costs,
VAT and other applicable taxes will be payable.

Policy retention
The W&I policy will have an aggregate policy
retention, which will remain uninsured before
the policy responds. Generally, the policy retention
will match the claims thresholds in the sale agreement,
but enhanced retentions are available.
W&I policies will generally include a de minimis
to avoid involvement in small claims.

Policy exclusions
The W&I policy will include a number of market
standard exclusions (including forward looking
statements and estimations, certain jurisdictions,
known issues, pension underfunding, purchase price
adjustment mechanisms, leakage and certain taxation)
and deal specific exclusions.

Timing
Once all available final due diligence has been provided
to insurers, the underwriting process typically takes
5-10 working days, but can be completed in a shorter
timescale if required. The underwriting process runs in
parallel with the general timeline of the transaction.

Tax liability insurance
Tax liability insurance provides
cover for contingent tax exposure
related to previous M&A activity,
restructuring or business
operations. It is normally sought
where there are questions over
the validity of a tax position taken,
usually uncovered during the due
diligence process.
Tax liability insurance can be used to cover:
Stamp duty land
tax group relief

Withholding tax

Capital gains tax

Residency tax

Transfer pricing

Specific tax
matters in a
M&A transaction

A tax liability insurance policy can provide cover to
the buyer against the risk that a local tax authority
successfully challenges a specific tax position and
as a result of such successful challenge additional
tax becomes payable. The cover will include any tax
that becomes payable along with defence costs,
interest, fines and penalties. The policy period can
be up to 10 years.
The benefits of having tax liability insurance include:
• creating certainty by transforming a potential tax
liability into a quantified insurance cost, allowing the
issued to be accounted for precisely;
• enhancing or preserving the value of a business
or a particular asset; and
• enabling a solution when parties do not want or do
not have time to obtain prior clearance from the local
tax authorities.
Uninsurable events:

Secondary
tax liabilities

Trading versus
investment risk

• Tax avoidance schemes.
• Ongoing tax disputes.
• Valuation risks.
• Risks where there is a lack of
information/due diligence.
• Certain jurisdictions (e.g. sanctioned territories).

Contingent liability insurance
In M&A transactions, contingent
liability insurance offers protection
for a broad range of risks where
neither the seller nor the buyer
will accept financial responsibility.
It can also be used outside of
an M&A process to ring-fence
potential issues.

Contingent liability insurance can be used to remove
uncertainty in relation to a historic position or issue,
remove the need for an escrow in transactions and
provide a greater limit of liability than a counterparty is
willing or able to offer.
Contingent liability insurance is available for a wide
range of risks but for a contingent risk to be insurable,
it must be ascertainable and quantifiable, and the
likelihood of a claim being made in respect of the risk
needs to be low.

Contingent risk insurance can be used to cover:
Shareholder
disputes

Litigation risk

Environmental risks

Company
liquidation

Professional
indemnity risks

Intellectual
property and
employment
disputes

Title indemnity risks

Legal
interpretation
risk for identified
litigation/
arbitration
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